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Praised as “a work of wild, vaulting ambition and achievement” by Entertainment
Weekly, Jamie O’Neill’s first novel invites comparison to such literary greats as
James Joyce, Samuel Beckett and Charles Dickens. Set during the year
preceding the Easter Uprising of 1916—Ireland’s brave but fractured revolt
against British rule—At Swim, Two Boys is a tender, tragic love story and a
brilliant depiction of people caught in the tide of history. Powerful and artful, and
ten years in the writing, it is a masterwork from Jamie O’Neill. Jim Mack is a
naïve young scholar and the son of a foolish, aspiring shopkeeper. Doyler Doyle
is the rough-diamond son—revolutionary and blasphemous—of Mr. Mack’s old
army pal. Out at the Forty Foot, that great jut of rock where gentlemen bathe in
the nude, the two boys make a pact: Doyler will teach Jim to swim, and in a year,
on Easter of 1916, they will swim to the distant beacon of Muglins Rock and
claim that island for themselves. All the while Mr. Mack, who has grand plans for
a corner shop empire, remains unaware of the depth of the boys’ burgeoning
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friendship and of the changing landscape of a nation.
In one ear and out the other: Joseph decides to stay in his heart and to do what
he loves...
The time-honored national bestseller, updated with a new afterword, celebrating
10 years of influencing the way we live. When Wherever You Go, There You Are
was first published in 1994, no one could have predicted that the book would
launch itself onto bestseller lists nationwide and sell over 750,000 copies to date.
Ten years later, the book continues to change lives. In honor of the book's 10th
anniversary, Hyperion is proud to be releasing the book with a new afterword by
the author, and to share this wonderful book with an even larger audience.
“These stories were my kind of stories--a little weird and magical and
bittersweet.” --Roxane Gay, New York Times bestselling author of Bad Feminist
and Hunger A middle-aged masochist in love with a comatose man. A gay
birthday clown lamenting the loss of his beloved dog. An amateur veterinarian
keeping watch over his suicidal daughter. And a bikini model with a barnacle
stuck to her butt cheek. These are just a few of the characters who populate the
quirky, offbeat world of If You Lived Here You’d Already Be Home a world that
feels at once alien and strangely familiar. In these twenty-one brief, funny stories,
John Jodzio documents his characters disappointment, frustration, and longing
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for a home that seems forever out of reach. By turns bleak and hopeful, cruel and
tender, this is an exciting literary debut by a writer to watch, a writer with a unique
and compelling voice. “John Jodzio is the best kind of modern fiction writer: a
thematic traditionalist who feels totally new.” —Chuck Klosterman, New York
Times bestselling author
Beautiful people can do terrible things . . . A mother out of gaol, hell bent on
vengeance, desperate to be reunited wiht her son. An ambitious cop trying to
bust a Sydney drug cartel. A glamorous society couple living the high life - he's a
successful lawyer, she's a model. He's also feeding her growing cocaine and ice
habit. When Detective Sergeant Jill Jackson goes undercover to investigate
Sydney's drug lords, these worlds collide. Soon people are going to get hurt.
Japanese [Hirigana and Romaji]-Shona Bilingual Edition "Am I small?" - Tamia is
not sure and keeps asking various animals that she meets on her journey.
Eventually she finds the surprising answer... Reviews "This is baby's favorite
book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United States "for children who enjoy
lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in
simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures."-Kirkus Reviews "This has
been my daughter's favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences
are nice and short so she doesn't lose interest in the pictures while I'm reading
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each page." -Amazon Customer Review from the UK "Muito legal esse livro.
Singelo, divertido e relacionado ao universo da criança. Bom pra desenvolver o
vocabulário. As ilustrações são lindas. Meu filho adorou." -Amazon Customer
Review from Brazil "You are small or big depending on with what you relate to. A
simple cute book which exactly portrays this message." -Amazon Customer
Review from India "Muy buen libro infantil. Dinámico, orgánico, perfecto para
aprender en romaji. De fácil lectura y con una protagonista realmente
encantadora" -Amazon Customer Review from Mexico "Beautifully illustrated and
cleverly written." -Amazon Customer Review from Australia "We are in love with
this book!"-Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Written in a very
simple way but with a profound message for both adults and kids."-Amazon
Customer Review from the United States "Whenever I have time to read to her,
she wants this book. And she repeats words. That's insanely cute." -Amazon
Customer Review from Canada "Mia figlia di due anni e mezzo è entusiasta dei
disegni bellissimi e dei colori. Apprezza anche le vicende di una bimba nè grande
nè piccola ma giusta così." -Amazon Customer Review from Italy "My three year
olds love it and the story's concept will grow with them for several years to come
making it a keeper." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "A nuestra hija le
ha encantado. [...] Estamos muy satisfechos con la compra." -Amazon Customer
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Review from Spain "I got this book to read with my granddaughters, one from the
US and one from Portugal. It is so incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I
highly recommend this book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "Ce petit
livre est tout ce que j'aime !!! Le graphisme, les couleurs, tout y est
magnifiquement soigné, poétique et charmant !!! [...] Une merveille de beauté et
de magie à ne pas louper !!!" -Amazon Customer Review from France "My little
boy loves this as a bedtime story. It's colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would
be uninteresting to a child, to be read to in another language, but he asks for 'Bin
ich klein' and it melts my heart!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United
Kingdom "readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly more confident
about themselves-whatever their size."-ForeWord Clarion Reviews "This is done
with simplicity at its finest. The art is whimsical, the message is clear and most of
all my grandson loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as
part of their reading library." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S.
Languages Available for every country in at least one official language.
Set during the devastating Memorial Day floods in Texas, a surreal, empathetic novel for
readers of Station Eleven and The Age of Miracles. 2015. 18-year-old Boyd Montgomery
returns from her grandfather's wedding to find her friend Isaac missing. Drought-ravaged
central Texas has been newly inundated with rain, and flash floods across the state have
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begun to sweep away people, cars, and entire houses as every river breaks its banks. In the
midst of the rising waters, Boyd sets out across the ravaged back country. She is determined
to rescue her missing friend, and she's not alone in her quest: her neighbor, Carla, spots
Boyd's boot prints leading away from the safety of home and follows in her path. Hours later,
her mother returns to find Boyd missing, and she, too, joins the search. Boyd, Carla, and Lucy
Maud know the land well. They've lived in central Texas for their entire lives. But they have no
way of knowing the fissure the storm has opened along the back roads, no way of knowing
what has been erased-and what has resurfaced. As they each travel through the newly
unfamiliar landscape, they discover the ghosts of Texas past and present. Haunting and timely,
Things You Would Know if You Grew Up Around Here considers questions of history and
empathy and brings a pre-apocalyptic landscape both foreign and familiar to shockingly vivid
life.
Hailed by David Sedaris as "perfectly, relentlessly funny" and by Colson Whitehead as
"sardonic without being cruel, tender without being sentimental," from the author of the new
collection Look Alive Out There. Wry, hilarious, and profoundly genuine, this debut collection of
literary essays is a celebration of fallibility and haplessness in all their glory. From despoiling
an exhibit at the Natural History Museum to provoking the ire of her first boss to siccing the
cops on her mysterious neighbor, Crosley can do no right despite the best of intentions -- or
perhaps because of them. Together, these essays create a startlingly funny and revealing
portrait of a complex and utterly recognizable character who aims for the stars but hits the
ceiling, and the inimitable city that has helped shape who she is. I Was Told There'd Be Cake
introduces a strikingly original voice, chronicling the struggles and unexpected beauty of
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modern urban life.
I never planned to fall in love. Least of all with a woman, you.But I did, and telling you was the
hardest thing I ever did. I knew how you would reach first, but I never anticipated how hard it
will be for me or how you reacted next.I had to write, for the first time ever, and now we face
book number two.I wrote just to tell you how I feel, what I think. All the things I wanted to say to
you but you didn't want to listen.So I wrote, and wrote, and wrote. Flood of thoughts, feelings,
whatever came to my mind. Just to give me five minutes of strength to get out of bed. I wrote
for me. I wrote for you. Most of them are here. My pain, my love, my longing, my hesitations,
My certainty. I know you don't want to hear from me, don't want to read what I have to tell you.
But I have to get them out of me, if not to you then just out there, to the world who doesn't
know me.Maybe some day you will find your courage and return. Until then my love, You Still
don't Know How Much I Love You.
Inspired by a movie, television show, book, or stories from friends, we may find ourselves
daydreaming about trips to exotic locations with exciting adventures. For some lucky ones,
these dreams become reality. Would a Maharajah Sleep Here? presents firsthand stories of
luxury travel and discovery by two fun and experienced travelers. Authors and travelers
Stephen and Leanne Troy provide accounts of historic exploration, luxury hotel stays, and
encounters with interesting people around the world. Each trip is private and planned in great
detail to make sure each and every adventure is unique and experienced in five-star luxury.
Chronicling their exploits at the end of each day, the Troys describe checking into the finest
hotels in the world and getting whisked away for incredible tours of some of the world’s
greatest treasures. In addition to personal anecdotes, this travelogue shares information about
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sites, history, culture, and food in countries around the world. The Troys reveal the good, the
bad, and, of course, the fun and funny events that they encountered on their trips around the
globe.
Striking black and white photographs paired with powerful stories capture the experiences of
southern West Virginians whose lives were shaped by coal--from retired miners to men and
women who have been jobless for their entire lives.
Casper Quinn has a secret. Brant Mitchell has two. Hickory Ditch, Arkansas – July 2012
Popular fried chicken chain Wings of Glory is under attack from homosexual activists, and
Harvest Mission Pentecostal Church is ready to fight back. Caught in the crossfire of a culture
war in which they never enlisted, Casper and Brant will each have to find his own answer to
the age-old question: Am I really what I eat? Because if they could find the courage to tell each
other their truths, they might discover there really is life after the Ditch. CHICKEN is a Southern
Gothic YA novel with an infusion of magical realism. It’s a raw, honest, sometimes funny,
sometimes poignant look at falling in love in a place where angels and demons are believed in
without question, but the human heart is always subject to suspicion.

About the Book: Learn colors with this bilingual children's picture book dictionary.
English-Serbian (Latin) Bilingual Children's Picture Dictionary Book of Colors
www.rich.center
In this memoir, the author tells of how, with the help of a tiny sperm vial called
Dad, she and her partner decide to have a child, unleashing a storm of
controversy in their small town. From a glowing article in the local newspaper, to
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prayer vigils, the town responds in different ways.
Have you ever wished someone would just disappear or drop off the face of the
earth? The Rows of Sharon is a heartbreaking story of one woman who wished
for jsut that only to have it come true. Sharon Ann Rose tells her story of how she
was accused and convicted of consipiracy to commit murder and endured two
years of her life in a correctional facility for women. Take a peek inside her world
of pain, loneliness, and suffering as she watches her family slowly being taken by
her husband, who had once promised to love and stand by her. Laugh at the
unexpected sense of humor she displays in the midst of the turmoil. Cry with her
as she waits for months at a time to see her children. Experience her anger at
her husband as he betrays her time and time again. And feel the joy she finds
when she turns to the only One who can offer her peace. Journery through The
Rows of Sharon and discover that bad things do indeed happen to good people.
A series of true stories reveals how the author finds friends and adventure in the
unlikeliest of places.
A writer for the local newspaper for tiny Haines, Alaska, provides a series of
colorful portraits of the inhabitants, festivals, and activities of this close-knit but
remote village, offering reflections on the life and death of local eccentric Speedy
Joe who never took off his hat, the Chilkat Bald Eagle Festival, and neighbors,
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both human and animal.
Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
MORNING STAR. Lost & found dreams. A smashing saga spun upon the twists of life. A
superbly crafted American tale that reveals the downside of fame and fortune, the clash of
good and evil, the blinding magnetic force of power and greed, and the essence of passion
along with its double edged sword. Stretching across the prairies of Southwestern Illinois, to
the boardrooms of St. Louis, reaching deep into the trust funds of Virginia's old money families,
and touching the heart of Paris, come, walk in the footsteps of Edward, Jaclyn, Adrianna, and
Matt, and the woman who inspired them all -- Morning Star, the alluring Indian squaw whose
spirit of beauty and strength shines like a beacon of hope to inspire all those who are
searching. This is the ultimate virtual reality experience. Feel the pain and share in the ecstasy.
Lose yourself in the minds and in the lives of these four characters. Encounter and understand
their journeys of personal growth which enable them to make the choices, partake in the
struggles, and endure the agony necessary to achieve their successes and make their dreams
come true.
Bilingual Edition English-Igbo "Am I small?" - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various
animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer... Reviews
"This is baby's favorite book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United States "for children
who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in
simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures."-Kirkus Reviews "This has been my
daughter's favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences are nice and short so
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she doesn't lose interest in the pictures while I'm reading each page." -Amazon Customer
Review from the UK "Muito legal esse livro. Singelo, divertido e relacionado ao universo da
criança. Bom pra desenvolver o vocabulário. As ilustrações são lindas. Meu filho adorou."
-Amazon Customer Review from Brazil "You are small or big depending on with what you
relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays this message." -Amazon Customer Review
from India "Muy buen libro infantil. Dinámico, orgánico, perfecto para aprender en romaji. De
fácil lectura y con una protagonista realmente encantadora" -Amazon Customer Review from
Mexico "Beautifully illustrated and cleverly written." -Amazon Customer Review from Australia
"We are in love with this book!"-Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Written in a
very simple way but with a profound message for both adults and kids."-Amazon Customer
Review from the United States "Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this book. And
she repeats words. That's insanely cute." -Amazon Customer Review from Canada "Mia figlia
di due anni e mezzo è entusiasta dei disegni bellissimi e dei colori. Apprezza anche le vicende
di una bimba nè grande nè piccola ma giusta così." -Amazon Customer Review from Italy "My
three year olds love it and the story's concept will grow with them for several years to come
making it a keeper." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "A nuestra hija le ha encantado.
[...] Estamos muy satisfechos con la compra." -Amazon Customer Review from Spain "I got
this book to read with my granddaughters, one from the US and one from Portugal. It is so
incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I highly recommend this book!" -Amazon Customer
Review from the U.S. "Ce petit livre est tout ce que j'aime !!! Le graphisme, les couleurs, tout y
est magnifiquement soigné, poétique et charmant !!! [...] Une merveille de beauté et de magie
à ne pas louper !!!" -Amazon Customer Review from France "My little boy loves this as a
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bedtime story. It's colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would be uninteresting to a child, to be
read to in another language, but he asks for 'Bin ich klein' and it melts my heart!" -Amazon
Customer Review from the United Kingdom "readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly
more confident about themselves-whatever their size."-ForeWord Clarion Reviews "This is
done with simplicity at its finest. The art is whimsical, the message is clear and most of all my
grandson loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as part of their reading
library." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. Languages Available for every country in at
least one official language. Please note: This book is a bilingual picture book with a 1:1
translation created by human translators (see translator's credits for details).
Back in the days of Ronald Reagan's America, those far-from-innocent days of nostalgic rot
and willful illusion, small-town life was thought to be simple, pure, the source of all decent
values, and the home of true hearts and ever helpful neighbors who bear each other's burdens.
James McGrath, a church musician who has just destroyed his personal life and his career
through an act of catastrophic stupidity, believes this nonsense just long enough to flee a city
he loves. Hoping to heal, he goes to live with his father in a tiny town on the Canadian border.
He finds what fools have always found: truths more ordinary and more bitter than he wants to
accept and a life more impoverished and antagonistic than he imagined. Descending into this
bleak reality, like Jesus in the wilderness, James must face and answer the question: what do
we live by? He makes some friends, falls in and out of love, rediscovers his art, and eventually
finds a way back into his life. But it's not a smooth journey, and it comes with a price.
If You Lived Here, I'd Know Your NameNews from Small-Town AlaskaAlgonquin Books
From the well-loved author of Knitting Under the Influence and The Smart One and the Pretty
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One comes a new novel about a young single mother trying to move out of her family's
shadow. Rickie left home a long time ago-so how is it that at the age of twenty-five, she's living
with her parents again, and sleeping in the bedroom of her childhood home? At least one thing
has changed since high school: She now has a very sweet but frequently challenging son
named Noah, who attends the same tony private LA school she herself attended. Rickie fit in
fine when she was a student, but now her age and tattoos make her stand out from all the
blond Stepford moms, who are desperate to know why someone so young-and so unmarriedhas a kid in first grade. Already on the defensive, Rickie goes into full mother-tigress mode
when her small and unathletic son tells her that the gym teacher is out to get him. She storms
the principal's office, only to discover that Andrew Fulton, the coach, is no dumb jock. As her
friendship with Andrew develops, Rickie finds herself questioning her assumptions-about
motherhood, being a grown-up, and falling in love.
How?d We Get Here Callie Elliot is 19, struggling to find her place in this world, her brother
and best friend has died from Cystic Fibrosis and her world is seemingly in pieces. Noah
Ridder is 19, after losing all of his scholarships because of a baseball injury and moving to a
new town he finds himself lost and alone. Callie and Noah are brought together at the
strangest of times in their lives. Or is it? As they learn to navigate this new season of life, they
find solace in their friendship, and a connection that is so vibrant and undeniable, like it was
written in the stars. A small mystery, many long conversations, tears shedded on both parts,
secrets revealed and beautiful moments that they could never forget, unfold. Come along for
the ride, because you?ll definitely want to know how they got there.

Ann Beattie, Joyce Carol Oates, Richard Bausch, and twenty-one other
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celebrated American writers contribute to this moving anthology of fiction,
compiled by the editors of the Glimmer Train literary quarterly. In the ten-plus
years since Susan Burmeister-Brown and Linda B. Swanson-Davies founded
Glimmer Train, they have introduced an astonishing array of talented and
innovative authors to a growing readership hungry for inspiring fiction. The
stunning stories in this anthology -- many of which have never appeared
anywhere except in Glimmer Train Stories -- explore one of the most complex
emotional and psychological ties of all: motherhood, and its many facets. The
writers in Mother Knows include established authors as well as up-and-coming
talents like Junot DÍaz and award-winning writers like Robin Bradford, Nancy
Reisman, Lee Martin, and Doug Crandell. Their stories demonstrate that
motherhood is more than toilet training and tantrum control, as they portray the
full, fierce, joyous, and frightening range of experience that marks this state of
being. Mother Knows is a thoughtful and powerful exploration of the most
mysterious bond in life.
Considers the national and international ramifications of U.S. ABM deployment,
and its effects on SALT talks with the Soviet Union.
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